THE GREAT PANTRY PROJECT
PATTERN AND ASSEMBLY GUIDE

VISIT THEGREATPANTRYPROJECT.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ITEM LIST

**Box**
Front pentagonal panel w/cutout for doors ⅜"
Rear pentagonal panel ⅜"
2x Side panels ⅜"
2x Beveled roof panels ⅜"
Beveled base panel
Beveled shelf panel
Roof shingles

**Doors**
2x Doors with ⅛" dado on three sides
(suggested material: 1x4 pine wood)
⅛" plexiglass
2x Knobs
4x Hinges
Magnetic door closure
Barrel bolt latch

**Decorations**
Planter:
- 2x Planter front panels
- 2x Planter bottom panels
- 4x Planter sides
- 4x Anchors
- Plants
Chimney:
- Top
- 4x Sides
Plaque
Wood stain/finish
Paint
Solar panel

**Tools**
GREAT STUFF™ Insulating Foam Sealant of choice
Nails:
- 1 ¼" Brad nails (for the general build)
- 2 ½" Galvanized screws (for the support)
Nail gun
Pencil
Wood glue
Table saw or jigsaw

**Protection**
Nitrile gloves
Eyewear
Long sleeved shirt

---

VISIT THEGREATPANTRYPROJECT.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
PANTRY ASSEMBLY

1. **CUT WOOD & PAINT OR STAIN**

2. **1/4” BEAD OF WOOD GLUE ON ALL EDGES**
   **5 BRAD NAILS AT EACH INTERSECTION**

3. **LOWER SHELF IN FROM TOP**
   **SECURE WITH GLUE AND NAILS**

4. **ATTACH HINGES TO DOORS**
   **BOTH DOORS**

5. **1/2” X 1/8” EDGE RABBET**

6. **INSTALL ROOF PANELS AND SHINGLES**
   **BOTH SIDES**

7. **PLACE PLEXIGLASS INTO FRAMEWORK**
   **1/2” DADO CUT ON FRAME**
   **APPLY WEIGHT AS FOAM CURES**
   **ATTACH CHIMNEY TO ROOF OVER EXPOSED SCREW**
   **DRIVE A SCREW FROM INTERIOR CEILING THROUGH ROOF**
   **ASSEMBLE CHIMNEY AND PARTIALLY FILL WITH GREAT STUFF™**

8. **ATTACH SOLAR LIGHT**
   **AFFIX PLAQUE**

---

Ensure GREAT STUFF™ does not come in contact with food. Instructions for the pantry are offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own experimentation. DuPont™ has not conducted specific testing on this style for its use in storage of pantry items. Builder is solely responsible for determining the acceptability of materials used in its construction and compliance with local municipal building codes and zoning laws. Since we cannot anticipate all variations in actual end-use conditions, DUPONT™ MAKES NO WARRANTIES AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THIS INFORMATION. Nothing in this publication is to be considered as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any trademark or patent right.
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